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In the second part of this exploration of the family of themes related to Bach’s E major fugue (BWV 878/2), I 
assess Bach’s fugue in closer detail and consider its in-
terpretation through analysis and musical observation. 
Part I1 traced its historical roots beyond the well-known 
uses of its subject in fugues by Johann Jacob Froberger 
and Johann Caspar Ferdinand Fischer by examining the 
motivic and technical similarities of two seventeenth-
century fugues, a fantasia by Orlando Gibbons and a 
fugue by Simon Lohet. The short fugue by Lohet pre-
figures BWV 878/2 in a number of important ways and 
represents Bach’s received compositional inheritance; 
Lohet worked at the Württemberg court at Stuttgart from 
1571 until his death in 1611, overlapping with Froberger’s 
father, Basilius, who sang in the choir of the ducal chapel 
from 1575, while the Gibbons demonstrates parallel, con-
trapuntal developments across the channel in England. 
As models of contrapuntal thought and performance 
using the same polyphonic patterns as BWV 878/2, they 
highlight the importance of improvised counterpoint, 
a practical skill connected with the clavichord. I return 
to the E major fugue in Fischer’s Ariadne musica as the 
primary exemplar for Bach’s E major fugue to make a 
fuller comparison. My approach is both analytical and de-
scriptive. By illustrating Bach’s methods of composition 
and control of form, and by scratching the surface of its 
endless motivic unities, I hope to illuminate some useful 
pointers for performers and to advocate the clavichord as 
a feasible and historical choice to convey this particular 
fugue and counterpoint more generally. 
An open-score transcription of BWV 878/2 and Fischer’s 
E major fugue is included with this issue. This format pro-
vides a clear delineation of the contrapuntal voices and is 
playable at the keyboard. Historically, open-scores were 
used to study counterpoint, and contemporary open-
score copies of this fugue survive, for example by the 
Berlin copyist Johann Nicolaus Schober (ca. 1721–1807), 
dating from the middle of the eighteenth century,2 as 
well as Mozart’s string quartet arrangement of 1782 (K. 
405, No. 3).3 
BWV 878/2: Form and structure
Bach appears to have written BWV 878/2 without any 
major revision close to the completion of the second 
book of the Well-Tempered Clavier (WTC II) in about 
1742. Unlike many of its companion pieces, no early ver-
sion survives, suggesting that it was composed over a 
short period of time. Its form is seamless and gives the 
Table 1. The Form of BWV 878/2  
Location (bar/beat) Number of bars. Description Key/cadence
1–91 9 Exposition E --> dominant of E
92–161 8 Stretto 1 E --> c sharp
161–231 8 Stretto 2 With chromatic steps E --> f sharp
231–264 4 Stretto 3 Varied subject --> dominant of c sharp 
264–351 9 Stretto 4 Diminished subject --> g sharp
352–43 9 Stretto 5 Return of stretto 1 E
8impression of having been written as a single gesture, 
perhaps as a worked-out extemporization. Nevertheless, 
it contains several sections, or fugues within a fugue, 
although not all of the divisions are clearly demarcated. 
An outline of its generally agreed form—six sections com-
prising an exposition and five stretti—is given in Table 
1. Joseph Kerman proposes an elegant structure of five 
phrases with third and fourth stretti forming a single, 
long phrase. 4
Stretto
Stretto refers to the overlapping of two or more entries of 
the subject and answer. An episode is a section without a 
complete statement of the subject. Bach’s fugues divide 
into two basic types: stretto fugues without episodes and 
episodic fugues without stretto.5
BWV 878/2 is a stretto fugue based on one theme or 
root, the subject (1–23).6 Bach applies a number of dif-
ferent devices to achieve “the maximum of variety by 
simple means”7 and advances a new aspect of the theme 
in each stretto. The subject is seldom absent. On the two 
occasions when the subject is not clearly stated (bars 
13–15 and 32–35), its motivic material is still very much 
present. The countersubject (bass, bars 23–4) contains a 
handful of musical ideas. These motives or motifs perme-
ate the fabric of the fugue, interweaving with the subject 
clearly stated or partially obscured through evolution 
and transformation. 
Example 1: Stretti in J.S. Bach, Fugue in E major (BWV 878).
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the entries of the subject and answer are six half notes 
apart. The first stretto reduces this distance to two half 
notes and precedes the first absence of the subject (bars 
13–15) and the first clear perfect cadence (in the relative 
minor, C-sharp minor, at bar 16). Stretto 2 uses a distance 
of four half notes and introduces two new countersub-
jects in triple counterpoint to the theme, one derived 
from the syncopated countersubject first heard in the 
bass in bars 3 and 4, the other a chromatic idea, first 
heard in the bass. Stretto 3 separates the voices into pairs 
one half note apart. Bach increases the chromatic inten-
sity introduced in Stretto 2 and varies the subject with 
dotted rhythms and by filling out the leap of a third with 
quarter-note passing tones. In so doing, it anticipates the 
diminution of the subject in the fourth stretto, where its 
rhythm is diminished, and its intervals mutated. The fifth 
and final stretto marks the return to the tonic key begin-
ning with a recapitulation of Stretto 1 and followed by 
the final transformation of the exposition material. Bach 
redeploys the downward order of entries from Stretto 1 
(A, T, B and then S, B) with the crowning soprano entry 
one octave higher and delayed by two half notes for dra-
matic effect.
Choosing the distance between the subject entries in 
a stretto and the order of voices was an important part of 
earlier fugal practice and is determined by the nature of 
the subject. Bach understood the potential of any fugue 
subject as soon as he heard it (his excitement when 
it was realized in performance was recorded by C.P.E. 
Bach8) and he was well versed in the theory of writing 
fugues. He appears to have been familiar with many of 
the older counterpoint treatises, and he possessed a copy 
of the first Latin edition of Johann Joseph Fux’s Gradus ad 
Parnassum (1725).9
Fux uses the same fugue subject as BWV 878/2—in both 
major and minor modes—in several two- and three-part 
examples in Gradus ad Parnassum.10 In his examples, Fux 
varies the stretto distance by starting with six half notes 
between subject and answer in the exposition and then 
reducing by stages to four and then two half notes. Bach 
and Fischer have similar schemes in their E major fugues, 
but only Bach and Lohet reduce to one half note. 
It is interesting to note that Bach’s third stretto, at a 
distance of one half note, forms the start of the midway 
point of the composition. The variation of the subject at 
this point (first appearance in F-sharp minor, bar 23) has 
some similarities to other melodies, for examples the 
chorales “Vor deinen Thron tret ich hiermit,” “Gelobet 
seist du, Jesu Christ,” and especially “Der Tag, der ist so 
freudenreich”—see Example 2 (b). This variation makes 
its last (concealed) appearance in the tonic major (alto, 
bar 29, from the second note), a pre-echo of the solitary, 
cantus firmus entry of the subject, also in the alto (bar 
293–321).11
Bach’s fugue extends not only the diversity of contra-
puntal devices, but also the tonal range of any putative 
model. His greater range of modulation enables him to 
represent both the minor and the major mode tradi-
tion of this “primitive”12 melody within a single fugue: a 
double perfection. If Bach was striving in BWV 878/2 to 
write a fuga perfecta (and he does seem to have achieved 
it), a clue might be found in the inherent triple meter 
of his chosen subject—an acknowledgment, perhaps, of 
the tempus perfectum of the late middle ages. The triple 
hypermeter of the subject creates phrasing units of six 
half notes (and six quarter notes, when diminished) that 
stand above the prosaic cut-C time signature and duple-
meter barring.13 
Subject and Countersubject
BWV 878/2 is built out of a small pool or network of 
closely related melodic and rhythmic ideas that Bach 
transforms in a startling variety of ways. These ideas or 
motives are heard at the outset in the bass, namely, the 
subject (bars 1–23) and its continuation, the countersub-
ject (bars 23–4). The subject and the countersubject are 
two aspects of a single six-note idea: the true “theme” 
of BWV 878/2. Bach ensures that a resemblance of this 
theme is also heard at the beginning of the companion 
prelude in E major, BWV 878/1, a practice he had already 
exploited in WTC I (1722), for example, in the E major and 
B major pairs, BWV 854 and 868. See Example 2 (a).
The countersubject is “a powerful and arresting 
theme,”14 and its first appearance is so strong that it 
masks the entry of the answer in the tenor. As Joseph 
Kerman puts it, “Bach’s strategy is to stress the coun-
tersubject at the beginning of the fugue, drop it out 
of the middle, and restore it in its integral form at the 
end.”15 By drawing attention to the countersubject and 
then not deploying it as a “regular countersubject” be-
yond the exposition, Bach highlights its potential for 
motivic mutation.16 This important aspect of Baroque 
keyboard fugue was thoroughly exploited by Froberger 
and his teacher, Frescobaldi: The theme of Froberger’s 
first ricercar (FbWV 401) in his Libro di capricci e ricercate 
(c. 1658), for example, fulfills a similar function as both 
subject and countersubject. The compositional interest 
in Froberger’s fugues often lies in the non-subject mate-
rial and its potential for variation and standard contra-
puntal devices, as well as its motivic relationship to the 
primary subject or theme.17 In this respect, BWV 878/2 is 
closer to Froberger than to Fischer. In BWV 878/2, a stretto 
fugue largely without episodes, Bach demonstrates his 
10
Example 2: Subject and transformations in J.S. Bach, Fugue in E major (BWV 878)
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“supremely artistic and perhaps slightly ironic”18 re-
sponse to this type of keyboard counterpoint by writ-
ing an eventful yet “perfectly beautiful”19 fugue using 
the minimum of material (six notes and three types of 
interval) and occupying a relatively short space of musi-
cal time (43 bars or 86 whole notes).  
Example 2 (a) and (b) show how the countersubject 
is derived from the subject by inversion, and the basic 
manipulations of variation, diminution, and retrograde, 
while Example 2 (c), (d) and (f) give examples of augmen-
tation, syncopation, further diminution, and motivic ex-
tension. Example 2 (e) shows the chromatic inflections 
of Stretto 2. These rising and falling chromatic notes gain 
significance for tonality and modulation far beyond their 
incidental and undeveloped appearance in Fischer’s E 
major fugue.20 Example 2 (g) shows the hexachordal 
inversion and the manipulation of the first note of the 
subject according to the principles of solmization21 and 
inganno.22 Hexachordal inversion neatly places the ma-
jor and minor modes in direct relationship. This time-
honored technique can be seen in Gregorian chant and 
in Lohet’s fugue (see Part I).23
Fischer’s Fugue in E major
The idea of analyzing fugal devices is, of course, not new. 
Mattheson, in his Der vollkommene Capellmeister (1739), for 
example, categorizes fugues into genres and subgenres 
of counterpoint according to their technique rather than 
the style of music that results.24 Mattheson’s eighteenth-
century approach contrasts strongly and usefully with 
the formal analysis of academic fugue writing adopted 
since the nineteenth century. Bach was conscious of his 
position as a pioneering composer situated between his 
inherited contrapuntal tradition and the rapid changes 
current in musical style. The E major prelude and fugue 
(BWV 878) reconciles these seemingly opposing poles 
by aligning two stylistically contrasted pieces: galant 
modernity alongside the “purest example of the stile an-
tico in WTC.”25 Nevertheless, BWV 878/2 is a progressive 
work that conceals its radical agenda within a serene, 
non-instrumental exterior. In doing so, Bach was critically 
assimilating recent models as well as older ancestors. His 
eighteenth-century models include Fux’s demonstration 
fugues and Fischer’s Ariadne musica. The latter was an 
important source of building materials for many of the 
preludes and fugues in Bach’s two WTC projects.
BWV 878/2 is closely modeled on Fischer’s E major 
fugue and “the relation of the two in fact goes much 
deeper than mere identity of subject and key.”26 However, 
beyond the similarities, Bach transforms Fischer in ev-
ery case. Fischer’s version of the subject (ten half notes 
long) is less adaptable to varied stretti. His fugue is locked 
into a rigid duple meter by its whole notes and limiting 
the stretto between paired voices to a distance of four 
half notes. By reverting to the older (six-half-note-long) 
theme, Bach avoids Fischer’s dull foursquareness. Bach, 
Lohet, and Fux adopt the shortened form of the subject 
(six half notes), which enables them to reduce the stretto 
distance, and for Bach to deploy even more options, in-
cluding diminution and continuous motivic evolution.27 
Bach’s fugue is nearly twice the length of Fischer’s with 
twice as many entries, and Bach reverts to a larger, an-
tiquated bar size.28 
Some ideas central to BWV 878/2 are suggested but 
not developed in Fischer’s fugue:
 » Ascending order of voices in the exposition.
 » Quarter-note countersubject (tenor, bars 35–37).
 » Rising and falling chromatic notes (bars 18–20 and 46 
to the end).
 » Upward and downward steps, and scale-building 
based on the tetrachord.
 » Subject in parallel thirds and therefore in both major 
and minor modes simultaneously.
 » High soprano entry (bars 32–36).
Fischer fails to develop the traditional polyphonic two-
part unit explored by Lohet, Gibbons, and Bach, and lacks 
a regular countersubject, triple counterpoint, variation, 
or diminution, while these traditional elements come 
to the fore in BWV 878/2.29 Like Lohet, however, Fischer 
achieves a final hidden/improvisers statement of the 
theme between the alto, bass, and tenor from bar 45 
(alto e1–bass F-sharp–tenor a to the end).
Performing BWV 878/2 
The character of BWV 878/2 is defined by its musical ideas 
and vocal texture. The choice of key resonates with Bach’s 
other E major pieces, from the Inventions and Sinfonias 
and WTC I to the closing chorus of the first part of the 
Matthew Passion. In the eighteenth century, the char-
acteristics of the key of E major were understood to be 
wide-ranging, even contradictory. About E major, Johann 
Mattheson in Das neu-eröffnete Orchestre (1713) says:
Expresses a desperate or wholly fatal madness incompa-
rably well; it is most suited for the extremes of helpless 
and hopeless love, and under certain circumstances is 
so biting, severing, sorrowful, and penetrating that it can 
be compared with nothing but the fatal separation of the 
body and soul.
Jean-Philippe Rameau notes its “grandeur and magnifi-
cence” and suitability for “tender and gay songs” (Traité 
de l’harmonie, 1722).30 The contrast between the prelude 
and fugue pair, BWV 878, exemplifies that range.
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Albert Schweitzer sought to explain the character of 
Bach’s text-less instrumental pieces in his sacred mu-
sic. His method involved defining the character of vo-
cal movements from their texts and musical material, 
and then applying those specific expressive meanings 
to non-vocal music that shares the same or similar musi-
cal themes.31 He was also sensitive to motivic articulation 
and large-scale structure. Regarding the formal shape 
of BWV 878/2, Schweitzer suggests that the middle sec-
tion (bars 23 to 34) be played piano and the outer parts 
forte,32 while Donald Francis Tovey prefers a cumulative 
crescendo such as he could hear in the “Gratias agimus” 
and “Dona nobis pacem” fugues of the Mass in B minor 
BWV 232.33 Paul Badura-Skoda sees parallels with the stile 
antico counterpoint of the opening “Credo” of the Mass in 
B minor,34 a movement that amalgamates tradition with 
modernity just as the Prelude and Fugue in E major BWV 
878 keeps them separate. Samuel Wesley (1766–1837), in 
a letter dated 1808 defending Bach against Handel, refers 
to BWV 878/2 as the “Saints in glory” fugue.35
Interpretative clues may be found in the style, sources, 
and internal evidence of BWV 878/2. Its vocal style is 
connected to the motet and the gebundener Stil (tied, or 
bound style) of certain liturgical organ music. Organ per-
formance is, of course, possible, and some sources indi-
cate limited use of the pedals.36 A few scribes subdivided 
the bars into whole-note units because they presumably 
found it difficult to align the parts vertically. However, 
the bar size seems to be a specific indicator of the mo-
tet style (just as Fischer’s 2/2 notation is instrumental). 
Bach used it in several late keyboard pieces, for example 
in the E-flat major organ fugue BWV 552/2, which con-
cludes the third part of the Clavier-Übung (1739), as well 
as in a number of organ chorales. The almost complete 
absence of ornamentation in BWV 878/2 (just one trill, 
in the tenor, bar 15, possibly an afterthought) adds to 
the motet-like appearance of the score. Contemporary 
players may well have added ornaments in performance, 
however. Gottlieb Muffat’s own ricercatas and his copies 
of fugues by Froberger provide direct evidence in German 
sources, and exemplars of advanced ornamentation in 
stile antico fugue.37 Regarding tempo, projection of the 
very large hypermeter rather than metronomic divisions 
of pulse will best convey the polyphonic weave. In April 
1782, when W.A. Mozart was making string arrangements 
of WTC fugues for Baron von Swieten’s Sunday concerts, 
he stipulated that his own fugues should “not be played 
too fast.”38 
BWV 878/2 had a strong presence in the later eigh-
teenth century, thanks to Bach’s pupils and an inter-
national circle of devotees. Beethoven’s first teacher, 
Christian Gottlob Neefe (1748–1798), a composer who 
wrote in the clavichord style pioneered by C.P.E. Bach,39 
published an account of placing WTC in front of his 
eleven-year-old pupil. Beethoven’s biographer, Anton 
Schindler, recounts Beethoven’s playing WTC at one of 
Baron von Swieten’s concerts in Vienna “by way of final 
prayer.”40 Beethoven was introduced to Froberger’s con-
trapuntal works by his counterpoint teacher, Johann 
Georg Albrechtsberger (1736–1798).41 Later, Beethoven 
copied the subject-and-variation technique (bars 23–27) 
of BWV 878/2 in a sketchbook from 1809 in preparation for 
teaching Archduke Rudolph.42 Echoes of Bach’s fugue can 
be heard in the opening-movement fugue of his String 
Quartet No. 14 in C-sharp minor, Op. 131.
BWV 878/2 and the Clavichord
The clavichord’s strong connections to contrapuntal 
teaching and performance make it very likely that BWV 
878/2 and many of Bach’s other polyphonic fugues were 
performed on the clavichord in the eighteenth century.43 
The type of clavichord that suits this fugue best is, essen-
tially, any clavichord that allows vocal counterpoint to 
be shaped and sustained. Smaller instruments often do 
this better than larger ones and, paradoxically, can have 
a more singing and brighter tone, which can be musically 
very satisfying for counterpoint. There is only one place in 
BWV 878/2 that cannot be played on a diatonically fretted 
instrument with Ds and As unfretted—the suspension 
between treble d1 sharp and e1 in the soprano and alto 
voices at the start of bar 11.44 The clavichord by Johann 
Jacob Donat dated 1700 is an early example of this type of 
instrument. It has a compass of C to c3.45 Unfretted clavi-
chords avoid the technical limitations of fretted instru-
ments. As early as 1693, Fischer’s friend, Johannes Speth, 
stipulated an unfretted instrument for clavichord perfor-
mance of his Ars magna Consoni et Dissoni (Augsburg, 1693). 
No witness of his instrument survives, however, and 
the oldest surviving unfretted clavichord is the Michael 
Heinitz of 1716.46 The larger, unfretted clavichords of the 
later eighteenth century often have a longer sustain and 
fuller tone, although their key geometry can make the 
control of complex counterpoint very difficult.47 Joris 
Potvlieghe has trawled the eighteenth-century sources 
to reconstruct the importance of the clavichord—espe-
cially the unfretted clavichord—in Bach’s life.48
Bach engaged with the past “in a manner that was 
both mindful of tradition and transforming of its expres-
sive capacity.”49 One consequence of his acute histori-
cal awareness—Theodor Adorno called it his “genius of 
meditation”50—is that the music of the past (Froberger, 
for example) can sometimes sound similar to Bach.51 
Scholars of counterpoint have noted the stylistic similari-
ties between Bach and Cabezón,52 and I have proposed 
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that Gibbons and Lohet share the same nexus of poly-
phonic art. 
The clavichord also straddles these historically discrete 
but stylistically related repertoires. Of nineteenth-century 
keyboard music, Paul Simmonds makes the interesting 
point about performing Mendelssohn’s piano music on 
the clavichord, which he finds idiomatic even though 
“it is highly improbable that it was his [Mendelssohn’s] 
chosen performance medium.”53 Convincing arguments 
can be proposed for the performance of BWV 878/2 on 
the clavichord, but the proof of any musical success in so 
doing—be it serene or glorious, or both—lies, ultimately, 
in the performance, the performer, and the instrument.
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